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Medical Industry Solutions  

 

The following is an introduction to Medical Industry 

Solutions, Longsheng hope to help you better 

understand Medical Industry Solutions. Welcome new 

and old customers to continue to cooperate with us to 

create a better future together! 

 

 

 

 

Product Description 

Longsheng is one of the outstanding Medical Industry Solutions manufacturers and suppliers in China. 

Over the years, we have been focusing on research in the field of Medical Industry Solutions. With rich 

experience and professional technology,Longsheng has its own brand in China and has achieved good 

response, and are favored by domestic and foreign customers. 

 

With the continuous development of science and technology, medical equipment is constantly updated. 

The lack of medical equipment in many countries, especially during the outbreak of the COVID-19, 

has brought great challenges to the medical industry of all countries. The cycle of purchasing medical 

equipment has become longer and longer.  

 

As an experienced manufacturer of medical equipment parts, Longsheng is committed to the 

production of medical equipment parts that meet the quality requirements, to help customers solve the 

many problems of weak productivity and difficult procurement of medical components, to provide 

customers with high-quality solutions and make contributions to the health of all mankind! 

 

Get world-class custom medical device parts for rapid prototyping and end-use production. Lead times 

are as fast as in days.  

 

 

Shorten your medical device development cycle 

http://dglswj.waimaoyun.com.cn/medical-industry-solutions.html
http://dglswj.waimaoyun.com.cn/medical-industry-solutions.html
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Longsheng is capable of providing you with world-class robotic prototypes and production with high 

accuracy service. Our experience in providing rapid prototyping, small batch manufacturing, secondary 

processing, and other production solutions ensures the construction of advanced robotic parts and 

products that meet your budget requirements. 

 

 

Our Capabilities 

What the medical industry needs is high-quality, safe, and reliable components to produce medical 

equipment, and only such high requirements can bring a healthier and happier life to all human beings. 

At Longsheng, we have been working with large and small medical device manufacturers and design 

companies to provide them with high-quality prototypes to batch production. Our services include 

CNC machining, injection molding, sheet metal, and 3D printing to provide customers with the perfect 

solution. 

 

We are ISO 9001, ISO 14001, IATF 16949, ISO 13485, and AS9100D certificated. ISO 1348 is under 

review and will receive the certificate soon. We can provide CMM inspection reports, and FAI (First 

Article Inspection).  Start your instant quote for plastic and metal parts now! 

 

 

 

Longsheng offers 24H x 7 days online machining service. No matter whether you need prototypes or 

production parts, we can always meet your needs. We are your one-stop-shop production arms in China. 

Our responsibility is to provide you with custom, accurate, and reasonably priced world-class parts to 

you. 

 

The easiest way to work with us is by just uploading/sending your 3D CAD files and 2D drawings to 

get an online quote.  

Upload your 3D CAD file to get an online quote and lead time within in a short time. We machined 
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from a single prototype part to thousands of parts, from CNC machining to sheet metal, injection 

molding, etc. 

 

Provide you with a comprehensive solution From prototypes to production! 

 

 

Why Choose Us 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Competitive 

Price 

You can save at 

least 30% on 

purchasing 

costs, and no 

MOQ for 

vehicle parts. 

Faster 

Turn-around 

With quotes in 

hours and parts 

in days, our 

automotive 

engineers can 

reduce your 

cycle times by 

as much as 50%. 

High Quality 

ISO 9001, 1400, 

and IATF 16949 

certificated. We 

can machine parts 

with 

tolerances( +/- 

0.0002 in), It is 10 

times more 

accurate than 

other leading 

services. 

Technical 

Support 

Our engineers 

have more than 

12 years of 

working 

experience with 

automotive 

companies, We 

can easily 

understand what 

your needs are. 

We offer, 24h X 

7 days services 

to you. 

Free DFM 

We provide 

DFM service 

for you free of 

charge so that 

your parts 

process more 

smoothly. 

 


